
OptiFill™
CUSTOM-DESIGNED FOR VIRTUALLY

ANY PHARMACY TYPE, OPTIFILL

PIONEERED THE CONCEPT OF HIGH-

VOLUME PHARMACY AUTOMATION AND

HAS LED THE INDUSTRY FOR OVER 22

YEARS.

Through industry leading technology and optimized
process management, the OptiFill prescription
fulfillment solution from ARxIUM enhances the
pharmacy production process and increases overall
operational efficiency.

OptiFill can manage every aspect of your physical
fulfillment process, from host system hand off to
order delivery. But more than that, it employs
advanced validation and digital imaging processes
that help ensure that every patient receives the right
medication, at the right time - every time.

For VA and DoD Outpatient Pharmacies
Experience more time for patients with OptiFill
managing your fulfillment processes. Your patient
wait times are minimized and your pharmacists can
devote more time to consulting.

For Health Systems and Integrated Delivery
Networks (IDNs)
Using OptiFill in a centralized processing model, you
can reduce supply and service costs while
streamlining replenishment of all supplies to satellite
offices, hospitals and clinics. OptiFill is also ideal for
increasing hospital cost savings by providing
pharmacy benefits to your employees when the
system is used for in-house prescription fulfillment.

For Retail Central Fill Pharmacies
OptiFill relieves the volume from overburdened
satellite pharmacies while consolidating inventories
of high-cost, low-volume medications. The system’s
flexibility and scalability provide the foundation for
high-performance central fill operations used by
many of the nation’s leading retail chains.
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Your choice of filling technologies:

OF-5 Filling Unit:
Offering unparalleled upgradeability, this system is
ideal for pharmacies filling 8,000 to 60,000 scripts
per shift.

OF-2 Filling Unit:
Offers fully-automated labeling, filling, imaging
and capping of oral solid medications. Ideal for
mid-volume operations ranging from 800 to 3,500
scripts per shift.

FastFill™ 220:
Ideal for lower volume pharmacies handling 500 to
1,500 scripts per shift. Additional units can be
integrated to provide scalability for higher volumes,
if needed.

FastFill 54:
Supports lower levels of dispensing automation for
specialized areas of the pharmacy. The FastFill 54
devices provide a secure dispensing option for
controlled substances and may also be used as the
primary dispensing system. 
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